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Spelling Bee Rules: 
1. Every contestant will log in with his/her official name.  

2. During the competition every contestant will have their camera on, and mic 

switched off. The contestant will switch on the mic to spell the word and the 

mic is switched off again after the reply. 

3. In competition, after the pronouncer gives the speller a word, the speller will 

be encouraged to pronounce the word before spelling it. The judges may not 

disqualify a speller for failing to pronounce the word either before or after 

spelling it.  

4. The speller may ask the pronouncer to say the word again, define it, use it in 

a sentence if the word is not clear. The pronouncer shall grant all such 

requests.  

5. The judges may disqualify any speller who ignores a request to start spelling.  

6. The role of the pronouncer is to correctly pronounce the word and to give a 

sentence definition and other information about the word at the speller’s 

request. The role of the judges is to determine whether the contestant has 

spelt the word correctly. The role of the speller is to gather as much 

information as possible to help spell the word correctly. The judges may not 

disqualify a speller for asking questions.  

7. Having started to spell a word, a speller may stop and start over, retracing the 

spelling from the beginning. In retracing, however, there cannot be a change 

of letters of their sequence from those first pronounced. If letters or 

sequence is changed in the respelling the speller will be eliminated. Please 

note, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd-grade spellers can correct or their mistakes before 

a judge indicates that the word is misspelt.  

8. The competition shall be conducted in rounds. Each speller remaining in the 

spelling be at the start of a round shall spell one word in the round. 

9. Upon missing the spelling of a word, a speller immediately drops out of the 

competition.  

10. The pronouncer will give all spellers in each round a word from the 

same level of difficulty on the list being used (Beginning, Intermediate, 

Advanced)  

11. Spellers may be asked to spell words from a non-study list after 

successfully spelling words from the list on their age level. The pronouncer 

must announce that the words will come from a non-study list before that 

round begins.  

12. The judges are in complete control of the competition. Their decision 

shall be final on all questions and has to be followed.  
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Vocabulary for Preliminary Round 

Year One 

dog mum yes get 

jump all am just 

then little with look 

an so are in 

day and had under 

you over away no 

as stay her like 

father at school mother 

neck ran big if 

baby time was they 

he be have my 

is took but girl 

book three him the 

saw boy car on 

them good run us 

by can dad go 

one we see not 

put come do play 

cat up so will 

got did here into 

walk run down she 

day doll me this 

that has to man 

well for home his 

dog went it said 
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Year Two 

about made also give 

lunch their myself brother 

face better eight head 

out water afternoon cry 

along every want next 

something year name anyone 

kind start two letter 

these after around house 

came would told old 

new our who because 

gone could find pretty 

before what road morning 

night doing time came 

children happy three there 

once your again never 

made friend seven going 

sister been people long 

any nine found nice 

place many Monday anything 

hear twelve door story 

too dear thing open 

another one read coming 

Tuesday six first now 

eat inside were best 

Friday live make half 
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Year Three 

able different light straight 

during across nothing strange 

sure own dollars air 

talk sudden packed street 

against television than train 

town already animal parents 

along asleep early used 

beautiful bird even people 

try everybody anything book 

everything person voice quickly 

box feet rain that 

brought felt ring watch 

city finally seen weeks 

clothes floor sent won 

cold games should wouldn’t 

colour goes show write 

corner hair side slept 

hard slowly someone space 

hello died station stay 

high large leave tooth 

hundred wrist health crayon 

flies suit piece breakfast 

shiny trouble happen important 

neither listen kitchen knew 

crawl stairs build angry 
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Year Four  

odd zoo alive curl 

felt gain dawn dear 

gold path safe roof 

aunt self tuna few 

zero world wait uncle 

visit cheer jaw paper 

sharp sink twice middle 

paste animal chicken banana 

earth fever follow crow 

giant degree useful zebra 

cottage couch evening crumb 

decide camera garden false 

gasoline fruit beautiful copying 

cancel newscast fleece select 

slumber usual remind pour 

graceful pioneer alert chimney 

continue urge striving stretch 

noise terrible voyage surprise 

twenty amount avenue beggar 

forecast vacation libraries sneezing 

machine neighbor weekend laughter 

shoulder quarter equal wheelchair 

actively discover vulture mountain 

scariest impossible government consistent 

recommend whistling doubtful guitar 
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Year Five 

state repay grasp few gold 

soil shelter rising trail type 

agreed constant forward daytime members 

length melody exact include human 

happily details paid music perhaps 

permit rarely raise quietly single 

notice pause solve puzzle trouble 

understood women warn action yesterday 

carefully captain enjoyment equation determine 

different language mammal dessert favorite 

express thoughtful surprise stomach pattern 

pleasure probably numeral neither million 

message section actor annual beginning 

except laughter island inventor journey 

suitcase squeeze southern receive protection 

period possible president natural slippery 

sweater syllable tornado sandal represent 

shoulder separate business chocolate chemical 

schedule necessary weight whisper weird 

constitution ambulance successful scissors rehearse 
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Year Six  

unsuccessful encyclopedia strengthen immediate 

independence variety operational noticeable 

acknowledgement desperately courageous restaurant 

unmistakable recyclable exaggerate convenience 

millionaire preferable rhythmic mischievous 

violence unbelievable separately lightning 

studios descendant systematic audience 

disastrous scissors vegetable appearance 

mechanic requirement accidentally performance 

intermission acquire vacuum persuade 

patient vault honorable struggling 

especially league ancient nationality 

museum excellent ingredient comfortable 

inquire marriage sword sentence 

temperature scientific hangar emergency 

partial scarcely whose ambulance 

jealous headache grateful separate 

teaspoon bough recently rural 

gaze squawk listening governor 

surface heroes sailor rehearse 

mammal gesture pressure wrestle 

increase poem spaghetti safety 

express noisy grief rumor 

climate further hyphen myth 

action simply solar quote 
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Vocabulary for Final Round  

Year One  

drive dry eat feet fill 

find first fit five fog 

for four frog from fun 

funny game get girl go 

green had hand has have 

he hen her hid hill 

his hit hog hop hope 

hot how hug at if 

in into is it jet 

job jump kid land late 

let lid like lip little 

log lot make man many 

map may meet men mom 

mop more my name need 

nest no nose not of 

on one or over part 

pay pen pet pig pin 

plan play pop rag ran 

red ride rip rose rug 

rule run sad sand sat 
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Year Two  

bake kind both later surfing 

rip again yard bean tooth 

bee slid bright begin paws 

like dress wash spring tore 

blue put upon friend third 

brown air write birthday wire 

made another eight bread boiled 

hope nine fight fur recover 

many pool found fried sleet 

some bath across chase twelve 

rule these camping counting tropical 

meet think chest number snail 

nose child airplane straw wren 

they lion alone clothes watchfully 

water must already delighted excitement 

yellow sea far erase daybreak 

any seven  awake flights spinach 

after too clown baseball spaghetti 

give stamp backpack scared straighten 

help such joke steer acceptable 
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Year Three 

also clock your only treat 

said gift about balloon past 

stopped scream walk queen prize 

age key warm tries today 

string tooth life used dinner 

until you're wrong young slept 

newspaper know body afraid funny 

really together eyes driving none 

knew isn't sitting touch leave 

flies crawl happen I've build 

raised smiling lose stairs merry 

voice finish tenth heard Saturday 

suit school stretch threw trouble 

piece circus half Tuesday guess 

heavy scratch shiny doesn't laugh 

picnic color climb caught dollar 

health wrist hundred breakfast cardboard 

straight Wednesday angriest damage important 

neither listen crayon machine clothing 

neighbor kitchen disappear handsome libraries 
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Year Four 

angriest angry animal answer asleep 

attack aunt banana battle beautiful 

beauty become beggar believe belong 

caring carrying catch center certain 

chance charge cheer chicken chief 

disappear dislike divide double downstairs 

disappear dislike divide double downstairs 

drain drawer earlier earn earth 

fruit gain garden gasoline gather 

gentle giant glance gold grandfather 

grandmother groceries grown guard handsome 

jacket jaw judge juice kindness 

nickel ninety ninth none nobody 

pleasing police powerful proper public 

return ridge roast roof rough 

sixth sixty sleeve smooth sneeze 

towel tube tuna twenty twice 

visit wait weather weight whenever 

whether wife wonder wood world 

yourself zebra zero zipper zoo 
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Year Five 

action actor actually addition agreed 

allowed aloud amendment amount amusement 

celebrate century chemical chocolate circle 

dictionary difference different difficult direction 

express factory fault favorite finally 

grasp grease grown-ups guest guide 

happened happily harvest healthy height 

interesting inventor island jewel journey 

jungle knives known language laughter 

length limb located lumber major 

mammal manufacture material mayor measure 

notebook notice noun numeral object 

observe opposite orphan ought outside 

split spoiled sports square squeeze 

terrible though thoughtful thrown tornado 

unknown usually value various warn 

wonderful wound wreck x-ray yesterday 

rhythm rising ruin salad sandal 

shelter shoulder shouted shower signal 

oxygen paid paint paragraph pattern 
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Year Six 

audience autumn beautifully beliefs 

concentration concern connection constitution 

contagious conversation cooperation correct 

discussion distance distributed earliest 

echoes edition educate electricity 

faucet fierce fireproof following 

forgetting forgiveness fossil freight 

grateful grief halves hamburger 

hangar hanger happiness headache 

heroes history honorable horizon 

invitation involve jealous junior 

knowledge lawyer league legal 

mistaken misunderstand mixture mourn 

obtain occur official operate 

performance personal persuade physical 

recently recycle reduce referred 

regardless regular rehearse relief 

shorten silent simply sketch 

skillful solar sought spaghetti 

therefore thicken thousand threat 

tomatoes trophies tutor unbelievable 

underneath unite vacuum vain 

vein violence visible vision 

waste who's whose wrestle 

exercise experience exterior familiar 

 


